WEDDING VIDEO PACKAGES

THE VALUE OF WEDDING VIDEOS
We all know that wedding photography is a must . In the past, wedding videography has
been seen as more of a “luxury”, but in recent years, it’s become more essential to include
it in your wedding budget for several important reasons:

VIDEO CAPTURES WHAT STILL PHOTOS CAN’T
Photography captures all of the formal, timeless images you need to have from your
wedding day – posed portraits of the two of you that you can hang up on your wall, photos
with your bridal party, and family portraits you can share with future generations.

But there are several things photography can’t capture that only video can. Still
photographs can’t capture audio, mannerisms, and motion. A video allows you to see your
dad’s lip quivering as he walks you down the aisle, tears well up in your partner’s eyes the
first time they see you on your wedding day, your interactions with each other as you’re
taking portraits, your veil blowing in the wind, or a slow motion kiss.

A video will remind you of all the sentimental things that were said on your wedding day.
You’ll be able to hear your voices crack as you read letters from each other, the applause
from your guests when you’re officially pronounced married, the tears as you say your
vows, and the laughter during the reception speeches.

AN EXTRA SET OF EYES AND EARS
No matter how much you try to be “present” on your wedding day, there will inevitably
be moments you aren’t able to witness. Our job is to capture all of those real, candid
moments that you might have missed (or forgot even happened!) so you can relive every
special moment of your wedding day for years to come.

ABSENT LOVED ONES
Hopefully you are able to have as many of your loved ones, family members, and friends
with you on your wedding day, but unfortunately, things do happen. Maybe you have family
oversees, a relative is in the hospital, or maybe you had to cut your guest list short because
of venue restrictions. Having a wedding video will allow you to share it with loved ones
wherever they are in the world so they can watch it and experience the entire day as if they
were there in person.

WEDDING VIDEOS AREN’T WHAT THEY USED TO BE
When you first think of a wedding video, you may think of the long, uncurated wedding
videos from the 1980s, with 2+ hours of unedited footage. Modern wedding videos are
much more curated and artistic. The most popular option is a Highlight Video, which is a
5-7 minute video that combines edited footage, music, and the best audio clips from the
day, so you can relive all your favorite memories in a “short and sweet” video.

VIDEOGRAPHY PACKAGES
BASIC HIGHLIGHT PACKAGE - $4600
One videographer
8 hours of video coverage
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5-7 minute edited Highlight Video

PREMIUM HIGHLIGHT PACKAGE - $6100
Two videographers
9 hours of video coverage
5-7 minute edited Highlight Video
All unedited video footage

PREMIUM DOCUMENTARY PACKAGE - $6300
Two videographers
9 hours of video coverage
50-80 minute lightly edited Documentary Edit
All unedited video footage

DELUXE ALL-INCLUSIVE PACKAGE - $8000
Two videographers
10 hours of video coverage
5-7 minute edited Highlight Video
50-80 minute lightly edited Documentary Edit
Full Ceremony Video
Full Reception Speeches
1-minute Teaser Video
All unedited video footage
Engagement session + video (prior to wedding day)
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VIDEO OPTIONS & ADD-ONs
HIGHLIGHT VIDEO
A creative, highly-edited, cinematic video, showcasing snippets of all of the greatest moments of your big
day. The video tastefully combines HD video footage, licensed music, and recorded audio of vows, speeches,
etc, so that you can re-watch and re-live your wedding day for many years to come. (5-7 mins)

+$600

DOCUMENTARY EDIT
Long-form, photojournalistic, true-to-life, chronological, lightly-edited video of all main events of the day,
including the ceremony and speeches/toasts in their entirety. (~50-80 mins)

+$800

FULL CEREMONY VIDEO
Separate, multi-angle, edited video of the full wedding ceremony. (~15-60 mins)

+$400

FULL RECEPTION SPEECHES VIDEO
Separate, multi-angle, edited video of all reception speeches/toasts. (~10-30+ mins)

+$300

TEASER VIDEO
1-minute “short and sweet” video, for sharing on Instagram and social media. +$250

Delivered same-day, at the end of your reception! +$500

ALL UNEDITED FOOTAGE
Seamless video of all individual, raw, unedited video clips taken throughout the day. (~1-2 hrs total) +$200

For those who want to relive every moment of their wedding day – the good, the bad, and the ugly!
(We recommend this video for private viewing only, not for sharing publicy: all footage is straight
out of the camera – no trimming, color correction, stabilization, audio editing, etc.)

VIDEO PACKAGE ADD-ONs
ENGAGEMENT SESSION + VIDEO
1 hour video shoot prior to the wedding day + a 1-2 minute video showcasing your love story. +$600

EXTRA HOUR OF COVERAGE
To add an extra hour of photography coverage to your package:
One Videographer: +$600 • Two Videographers: +$700

DESTINATION LOCATIONS
All packages include travel within lower Hudson Valley, North Jersey, NYC, western Long Island, and western Connecticut,
to an unlimited number of locations throughout the day. The travel fees for locations that are farther than
a 2-hour drive from Hopewell Junction, NY will include one overnight hotel stay, plus +$1.20 /mile .

32 Clove Hollow Rd, Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
lin@linpernille.com • 201 306 6732
www.linpernille.com

Lin Pernille Kristensen
Photographer & Videographer

Lin Pernille LLC

I fell in love with wedding photography & video when
I shot my first wedding at 18 years old. When I was 20
years old, during my junior year in college, I knew that
I had found my passion and decided to incorporate
my photography business. Since then, I have been
lucky enough to capture countless weddings of a wide
variety of cultures and styles. I’m very grateful to be
able to do what I love and I can’t wait to share more
special days with more unique couples!
There’s no greater honor than to be able to photograph
a couple’s happiest day, and for that reason I take my
job very seriously. I will always strive to capture the mood, style, and all the important moments
to the best of my abilities, while being attentive yet unobtrusive, and making the couple feel
comfortable and calm throughout the whole day. Please feel free to contact me and I’ll be happy to
answer any questions or help you plan & book your wedding!

